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Abstract
Recent research at the intersection of HCI and blockchain technologies has shown an interest in distinguishing and classifying the use of distributed ledgers of records (e.g. in their manifestation as protocol, application, currency, register, or governance mechanism). However, just as contemporary centralized software applications make extensive practical use of multiple data stores and messaging infrastructures, future blockchain applications are likely to deploy traditional systems software in interaction with multiple distributed-ledger protocols — the latter both in their potential roles as stock (e.g. store of information) and as flow (e.g. currency) — in increasingly complex combinations. In this brief position paper, I consider the design and nascent use of an experimental social news reader—one which combines reputational attestments with prediction markets in an attempt to increase the subjective relevance of users’ feeds—to explore the developing interactions of formalized relational and financial protocols in blockchain-based applications.
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Introduction
The adoption of publishing business models on the part of large Internet companies like Google and Facebook — whose respective Search and News Feed products are, like traditional newspaper enterprises, *multi-sided markets* [11] with their core process of simultaneously matching users, authors of content, and advertisers — is increasingly considered a problematic architecture which invariably causes ‘incentives to bias’ [29] and which is responsible, by virtue of providing complex vectors for malicious interference, for a trend of polarization [22], social bots [12], and unreliable news content [34].

Through an exploratory case study of a U.S.-based startup organization currently developing *Relevant*, a blockchain-centered distributed social media application developed in explicit response to more centralized platforms (see Fig. 1), I will discuss how contemporary actors are constructing and negotiating the formalization of social phenomena like reputation and relevance of media content via creative blockchain-based combinations of behavioral user input and prediction market mechanisms.¹ The developers have described their goal as the formulation of “new economic incentives that reward the creation and dissemination of quality content” [1], and my goal is to articulate the ways that purely transactional and so-called “trustless” technologies are increasingly deployed in (and logically segregated from) interaction with more centralize human judgment (of, e.g., subject-matter expertise) in the attempt to realize new distributed sociotechnical substrates.

¹In the Fall and Winter of 2017-2018, the author acted as an intermittent participant-observer on the organization’s public-facing Slack instance, as well as that of a larger social good-oriented blockchain community. The author had occasional unstructured discussions with application developers and/or community members but was not privy to any closed-source code bases or discussions internal to private organizations.
I argue that this particular genre of product—which also includes social platform applications like SteemIt and Rize, built on the Steem [2] and PROPS [37] tokens, respectively—can be of interest to HCI researchers, not just because of the sometimes critical and ethical underpinnings (in the case of Relevant, derived not from libertarian fantasies [17], but of a stated interest in repairing the decline of trust in shared journalistic content), but because it attempts to leverage blockchain techniques’ facilitation of self-interested transactions for more diverse sociotechnical purposes than that originally envisioned by cryptocurrency pioneers.

My perspective—that future applications are likely to be designed with the intention to experimentally balance self-interested economic transactions with relational interactions and speech acts—provides a way to imagine systems which cannot be placed directly under the recent survey/typology of blockchain applications of Elsden et al. [10]. Instead, a multiplicity of underlying infrastructural protocols—of which only one is proposed to act as fungible currency in the Bitcoin tradition—may be implemented as part of a more interrelated sociotechnical system, including (in this case) the maintenance of records of quantified relational expertise in a variety of topics, whose value (in providing a news feed whose content is valuable to users without relying on a publishing business model) is more overtly social than economic. In addition, because a centralized, experimental version of this app is currently (as of Winter 2018) live on iOS and Android, we can observe not just the ‘entrepreneurial actions’ of the founders/developers [16] but also the ways that nascent users have come to participate and play with the system and its potential parameters, in a form of “imaginative” participation in a hypothetically decentralized social media.

The resultant application design, though still in development, is of particular interest in that its overt detachment (but mutual interdependence) of the infrastructuring of economic rationality (described by the developers as the “incentive protocol”) from the infrastructuring of relational approval (the “reputation protocol”) parallels the long-running debate between social theories of self-interested rationality (of e.g. microeconomics) vs. theories from political economy and sociology which problematize instrumental rationality in various ways, such as emphasizing the ‘embeddedness’ of economic practices in social life [4]. Moreover, this materialized disjunction also has an intriguing correspondence with the social psychologist Toshio Yamagishi’s theories of trust [36], which argue that other existing conceptions of trust conflate (1) an actor’s judgments of the other’s character and/or feeling towards the actor with (2) the assurance of security given the expectation that the other is acting in their own self-interest. This latter theory, I will suggest, is an appealing way to understand the governance problems unwittingly built into Bitcoin’s original “trustless” design, as well as the potential common patterns we can expect for blockchain applications which attempt to materially implement socioeconomic systems.

**Relational Trust vs. Transactional Assurance**

*Historical and Informatic Theories of Trust*

With the rise of electronic commerce and the popularity of digital marketplaces like eBay in the late 1990s, information scientists began to take the concept of trust more seriously. Their early attempts at clarifying the nature of trust, however, relied on either insufficient dictionary definitions [18] or

---

2This dichotomous perspective is sometimes reinvented in other fields: see, for example, the division between ‘economic uncertainty’ and ‘lack of trust’ in Mizruchi and Stearns’ sociological study of bankers’ transactions [25].
ad hoc classifications [14] wholly independent with the tradition of psychological and/or social-scientific literature on the subject of trust, the latter in part centered on the work of Niklas Luhmann [23]. While Luhmann argued that trust and risk are related, in trust's role as a "reduction of complexity", Adam Seligman has convincingly argued that the component of trust relating to risk is a specifically modern phenomenon [32]; some supporting evidence for this has been given by Lorraine Daston, in her work on the relationship between the mathematical formalization of risk and the classical development of contract law [7].

More recent research on trust in HCI, however, has largely continued the adoption of this modernized conception, regarding certain less-impersonal types of trust as merely 'cognitive' or even 'emotional' [6]. Work on HCI and blockchain technologies specifically has proposed a tripartite distinction between technological, social, and institutional trust [30], but in what follows, I take a more ontologically sociotechnical view and propose a conceptual cleavage along a different axis proposed by the social psychologist Toshio Yamagishi, between that of trust and assurance.

Yamagishi's Ontology of Trust

Yamagishi, in his 2011 treatise [36], focuses on the aspect of trust as 'expectation of intentions', as distinguished from 'expectation of competence' and further distinguished from 'expectations of natural order' (such as that of the sun rising every day). He argues that two distinct qualities of expectation of intentions have been conflated, which he distinguishes as 'trust' and 'assurance': 1) trust is "expectations of others' (particular individuals or others in general) intentions based on one's judgment of their character traits or their feelings toward the trusting person"; while 2) assurance "comes from the judgment that there is no incentive for a partner to take advantage of you" [36, pp. 31-32].

We can place this concept of assurance aside for a moment, while reflecting that what specifically distinguishes it is its belief in the self-interestedness of said partner. Yamagishi takes his complementary notion of trust and further separates it into character-based trust — "the expectation that one will act in a trustworthy manner because he is honest and trustworthy as a person" and relational trust — "the expectation that a person is disposed to act in a trustworthy manner toward [the trustee]."

Given Yamagishi's categories, we can see that if the problem Relevant's developers intend to solve is the disconnect between the social and economic interests of the social media user, the platform, content providers, and advertisers, this is happening along multiple trust valences:

- 1) The user is not necessarily assured that the platform has no incentive to take advantage of them.
- 2) The user does not necessarily trust various content providers' honesty/character.

The first situation, in Yamagishi's nomenclature a matter of assurance, can only be resolved if the user believes the platform's has no self-interested reason to deceive them. However, with Google or Facebook's business model, there is a strong economic incentive to display content as dictated by the maximization of advertising income. As previously mentioned, the notion of "trust" in 3rd-party intermediaries on which Bitcoin was originally founded to solve [26] is specifically of this 'assurance' kind.

The second situation, in Yamagishi's nomenclature a matter of trust, specifically character-based trust (that e.g. a news site is not promulgating propaganda), is one that can be potentially resolved indirectly, through one or more intermediaries whose character the user does trust (such as a
good friend). If I have confidence that these friends would not recommend known propaganda to me, I am more likely to trust the content that they recommend or share, and this trust can potentially extend transitively (i.e. I am more likely to trust the character of friends of my trusted friend.) It should be noted that this notion of trust, by contrast, was the one studied by early scholars of the role of reputation in marketplace platforms such as eBay (and later, Uber and Airbnb) [19, 28].

Incentivizing Relevance

The Interdependence of Economic Rationality and Relational Reputation

The approach taken by the Relevant project, interestingly, appears to observe Yamagishi’s distinction between assurance and trust, and attempts to resolve 1) the matter of assurance through a token-based prediction market in which all actors—human or bot—act in self-interest to place bets on the relevance of new content for a given topic, with potential (economic) rewards to be reaped later; while attempting to resolve 2) the matter of character-based trust through a reputation mechanism derived from research in the early 2000s on P2P sharing (which had similar issues with regards to obtaining reliable information from strangers). These two quantifications—one of which works as a currency protocol, and the other not (see Fig. 2)—are in the current prototype encoded as the user’s “coins” and their reputation score, respectively; while the latter (reputational) value changes immediately with every user’s upvoting of a given post, the (former) coin reward occurs at a later time based on ‘earnings’ based on the post’s performance with other users.

This means that the ‘social’ ranking of reputation (which is designed as a multiplicity, with differing reputation rankings per topic and/or hashtag) directly affects economic

![Figure 2: Screenshot of Relevant’s activity screen, illustrating the segregation of the (economic) incentive protocol and the (social) reputation protocol.](image)
outcomes, but the inverse relationship is deliberately not directly built into the system. (See Fig. 2, in which reputation scores improve before coin rewards are added.) This design of the application’s reputation and incentive protocols is, I argue, an unconscious attempt to invert the historical transformation of market society described by Karl Polanyi, where “instead of [the] economy being embedded in social relations, social relations are embedded in the economic system” [27, p. 40].

On Protocol Bricolage
As mentioned in the introduction, I believe the design of the Relevant application represents a kind of protocol bricolage which arguably differs from a unidimensional typology of blockchain applications [10]. As originally deployed by Claude Lévi-Strauss [24], the term bricoleur referred to a category of actor considered in opposition to a hypothetical rational, Western engineer; in this case, I would argue that contemporary distributed ledger systems, while often ‘engineered’, are in their nascency the result of more of an experimental cobbling-together of technologies and techniques. (This is reflected in the comparatively improvised genre of descriptive blockchain systems literature known as the “white paper”, often distributed in a dynamically changing draft state unsuitable for scientific publication.) My argument, however, is that a typology which segregates, for example, ‘infrastructure’ from ‘currency’ or even ‘governance’ may not be sufficient to characterize this genre of developing applications whose features derive from a complex interaction of multiple protocols. In this, the study of blockchain-based applications should certainly include and learn from existing literature on virtual economies [21, 15], with the significant difference that the application design of the former encourages or presumes the existence of secondary markets for exchange of tokens with fiat money, as opposed to attempting to ban or control those markets (as often occurred in the latter).

On ICOs and Institutional Isomorphism
The past year has been characterized by a regulatory ambivalence over the nature of the application-specific scarce tokens (or ‘appcoins’ [33]) which blockchain techniques make possible. Much as the development of the electronic matching of buyers and sellers problematized the legal definition of the exchange (formerly, a centralized ‘floor’ of buyers, sellers, and the specialists physically maintaining the order books) [3], these limited tokens are currently problematizing the notion of a security (a financial asset with expectation of profits, such as stocks or bonds); the overlap in concepts is laid bare in the practice of “Initial Coin Offerings” (ICOs), named in analogy to the initial public offerings (IPOs) in which investment banks, auditors, and lawyers organize pricing and distribution of ownership shares on the public market. The enthusiasm for developing and selling application tokens, however, is due to its overt success as an unregulated fundraising activity in a competitive environment where public offerings of high-tech firms on regulated exchanges are less common. Blockchain startups have thus been mimicking each other in a form of institutional isomorphism [9] both to raise (fiat) money for development and to pragmatically draw attention to new products.

While one critique of social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter is that they are strongly dependent on advertise-

3As noted by [8], this category of the engineer who would somehow be “the absolute origin of his own discourse” is itself a myth, deployed rhetorically by Lévi-Strauss.

4The ICO phenomenon, partially predicted as a possibility in the late 1990s [35], has been charitably characterized as ‘regulatory arbitrage’ [31], but it seems less empirically clear that the majority of the actors involved are particularly familiar with existing securities law. As of this writing, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) appears to be tentatively moving towards treating such tokens as securities; see [5].
ing revenue, a corollary critique involves their role as public companies which are highly incentivized to perform well in quarterly reports and generate revenue for their shareholders. However, this ‘shareholder value’ conception of corporate control [13] is arguably replicated in ICO schemes; that is, there may be unforeseen consequences as actors (both developers, users, and prediction-market agents) attempt to maximize the exchange value of the coins representing Relevant’s curation awards. Avoiding issues like these is an important aspect of market design [20], and it will be of increasing importance for researchers to document such design processes of decentralized socioeconomic applications as they (literally) take on further currency.
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